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TOD'S brand story:
TOD'S is a famous Italy shoes and bags brand, particularly known for elegance and comfort of a " TOD'S peas .". TOD'S in recent
years by the grace is known as the Gwyeth Patru ( Gwyneth Paltrow ) to do the brand endorsement. TOD'S " in Italy to find the best in
the world of shoes " brand image, is almost the most people's idea of unquestionable, TOD'S more to create is described as is like
walking on a water bed, no pressure " Doug shoes ", and become a leader in the footwear industry in Italy.
If the pursuit of a top brand is a kind of vanity, so for TOD'S 's vanity is worth it, it is perfect and deep, because the low-key and can
avoid vulgar fake trackingbut also practical and good-looking, withstand scrutiny, old. TOD'S brand was founded more than twenty
years, but the creation of TOD'S brand Diego DellaValle family has more than 100 years of shoe-making history. Ancestry so that it
can have cooperative relations closer than the Ordinary Company, also can let the delicate process complete, thorough inheritance.
Diego DellaValle with him to the market keen sense of smell, observed that those who know luxury of quality of life of the gentry in the
leisure time for " high quality " good shoes on demand, so, with TOD'S.
TOD'S legend is about simple Italy leather legend, twenty years they only leather sole, rubber, soft bottom three moccasins loafers
and D Bag, Eight Bag two. But this is simple but attracted to Princess Diana, Princess Caroline of Monaco, Sharon Stone, Harrison
Ford, Tom Hanks, Mike Douglas and other world-class celebrity star.
In the face of the star or the nobles of the new force, TOD'S can let a person close to the life without losing the identity of comfort,
especially suitable for travel leisure time. No matter in Hollywood or New York society, TOD'S is represented by " top and
comfortable shoes " and " the most simple but classic ".
before the Wolves game, the United Arab in the locker room and pulled out a new pair of NIKE shoes to wear, and then stood in front
of reporters were waiting to interview him said, so shooting back again interview. However, when the United Arab return to the locker
room and so on, the interview time has not left a few minutes. Thus, the United Arab "hide" over reporters' before the "siege." new
shoes seem to bring good luck to the United Arab, he frequently score in the competition, also staged three flying dunk, hit a new high
score. After the game, the Bucks' locker room soon open up to reporters. Reporters who went in when a lot of players have not come
out from the bathroom, so he moved to the small K coach's first news conference. After listening to Coach K and other small
evaluation of the game back to the locker room, just in time for the United Arab basically dressed, and he has been around in front of
a bunch of Chinese and foreign reporters. United Arab looks good mood, laughing with Chinese reporters have joked: "miracle ah!"
So, on a home win Bucks Orlando Magic game, the United Arab scored 18 points and seven rebounds, a reporter said that the
United Arab performance is "big explosion", when the United Arab seemed unconvinced smile and asked the reporter: "? Do you
think it is a miracle." This a game, the United Arab score have increased, did not think he should also not forget pulls "miracle event"
to laugh at something, prompting numerous reporters straight music. signed his name on the finished UAR still wear their own shoes
the day of the new game, maybe it is to commemorate the new season high score of this game. Finally, the United Arab acceptance
of foreign reporters took turns questioning, almost the last to leave the locker room.
< br / > the nationality of the clot brand founded on the occasion of the tenth anniversary, clot to find the renowned sports brand Nike
cooperation launched a clot x Nike lunar force 1 joint shoes, for the first time, the mini jewel Swoosh used in lunar force 1 above, the
shoe body with gray white tone, in the plain bearing, red blue jewel Swoosh more eye-catching. Heel and tongue position respectively
with NIKE and CLOT brand logo, the shoes are very suitable for everyday wear collocation. 
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